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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a power transmission for a press machine provided with a slide and a balancing weight vertically spaced apart from each other.

2. Description of Prior Art

[0002] There is a press machine provided with a slide and a balancing weight employing a toggle mechanism for a power transmission (e.g., Japanese Patent Appln. Public Disclosure No. 7-132400). This press machine uses two sets of linkages to move the slide and the balancing weight as well as a position adjusting mechanism to make a stroke length of the slide variable.

[0003] This press machine, however, has both linkages connected by a connector and uses long linking pieces pivotally supported on a frame, so that its structure is complicated.

[0004] An object of the present invention lies in simplifying the structure of the press machine having a balancing weight and capable of adjusting a stroke length of the slide.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] This is achieved by a power transmission according to claim 1.

[0006] Rotation of the crankshaft is transmitted to both first linking pieces by the connection to bend and extend the first linking pieces. The bending and extending motion of the first linking pieces is transmitted to both second linking pieces by one of the first linking pieces to bend and extend the second linking pieces. By this, the slide and the balancing weight connected with the second linking pieces are reciprocated vertically at a phase difference of 180° with the bending and extending motion of the second linking pieces. As a result, unbalanced force attributable to the vertical motion of the slide and the balancing weight is offset.

[0007] When the height position of the second slider in the vertical direction is changed by the position adjusting mechanism, the angle of bend of the linking pieces of both linkages is changed, thereby changing the stroke length of the slide.

[0008] If one of the first linking pieces is extended to the front end side more forward than the pivot connection point with the other to be pivotally connected with the second linking piece, the linking piece pivotally connected with the frame can be dispensed with, which also dispenses with the pivot for the linking piece as well as the bracket, thereby simplifying the structure.

[0009] The pivot connection point of both second linking pieces is a floating connection point not supported on the frame. In a preferred embodiment the slide as well as the balancing weight may be disposed on the frame immovably in the horizontal direction, and further, one of the second linking pieces may be pivotally connected with a plunger extending from the slide.

[0010] In a further preferred embodiment, the position adjusting mechanism includes: a disk-shaped rotor disposed on the frame so as to rotate about an axis extending in one direction and not to move in the one direction; and a rotating mechanism for rotating the rotor. Either one of the second slider and the rotor has a male screw portion screwed into the female screw.

Fig. 1 is a partially sectioned front elevation showing one embodiment of the press machine according to
the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a partially enlarged sectional view of the power transmission and the balancer of the press machine in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view taken along the line 3-3 in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 is an enlarged sectional view taken along the line 4-4 in Fig. 1.
Fig. 5 is an enlarged sectional view taken along the line 5-5 in Fig. 1.
Fig. 6 is an enlarged sectional view taken along the line 6-6 in Fig. 1.

PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

[0015] Referring to Figs. 1 - 6, the press machine 10 comprises a lower frame 12 mounting a drag and an upper frame 14 supported on the lower frame 12. A crankshaft 16 is supported on the upper frame 14 so as to rotate about a horizontally extending axis and receives rotation of a flywheel 18 shown in Fig. 3. A so-called slide 20 supporting a cope is assembled into the lower end of a pair of plungers 22 extending through the lower end portion of the upper frame 14 so as to move vertically.

[0016] Both plungers 22 are extended upward in parallel from both end portions of the slide 20 and are reciprocated vertically by a power transmission 30 which converts rotation of the crankshaft 16 into vertical reciprocation. Thereby, the slide 20 is vertically reciprocated.

[0017] The power transmission 30 comprises: a connection 32 connected with the crankshaft 16; a pair of sliders 34 disposed on the upper frame 14 so as to reciprocate vertically and pivotally connected with the connection 32, i.e., so as to move pivotally; a pair of linkages 36 which are bended and extended synchronously with each other, following the reciprocation of the slider 34; a pair of linkages 38 which are made to individually correspond to the linkages 36 to be bended and extended, following the bending and extending motion of the corresponding linkages 36; a pair of sliders 40 disposed on the upper frame 14 so as to displace vertically and pivotally connected with both linkages 36; and a position adjusting mechanism 42 for adjusting the position of the sliders 40 in the vertical direction.

[0018] The connection 32 is connected with an eccentric portion of the crankshaft 16 and is reciprocated vertically with rotation of the crankshaft 16. The sliders 34, 40 are disposed in a guide portion 44 formed in the upper frame 14 so as to move vertically. Both sliders 34 are reciprocated vertically, following the reciprocation of the connection 32. The sliders 40 are not reciprocated vertically by bending and extending motion of both linkages 36.

[0019] Each linkage 36 is provided with a pair of linking pieces 36a, 36b. The linking pieces 36a, 36b of each linkage 36 are bendedly connected with each other by a pivot 46 at the central portion of the linking piece 36a and the upper end portion of the linking piece 36b. One linking piece 36a extends to the more downward side than the pivot connection point of the linking pieces 36a, 36b and is pivotally connected with the connection 32 at the lower end portion.

[0020] One of the linking pieces 36a of both linkages 36 is pivotally connected with the connection 32 and the slider 34 at the upper end portion by a common pivot 48. The other of the linking pieces 36b of both linkages 36 is pivotally connected with the slider 40 at the lower end portion by a common pivot 50.

[0021] In the illustrated example, the pivots 46, 48, 50 are set such that their pivotal points coincide with an axis 52 (see Fig. 2) extending vertically through the center of rotation of the crankshaft 16, but it is not always necessary to arrange the pivots 46, 48, 50 in such a manner.

[0022] Also, in the illustrated example, the linking piece 36a of the linkage 36 is directly connected with the connection 32 and the slider 34, but it is possible to pivotally connect the connection 32 and the slider 34, and to connect the linking piece 36a of the linkage 36 with only one of the connection 32 and the slider 34.

[0023] Each linkage 38 is provided with a pair of linking pieces 38a, 38b. The linking pieces 38a, 38b are bendedly connected with each other at the lower end portion of the linking piece 38a and the upper end portion of the linking piece 38b by the pivot 54.

[0024] Both linking pieces 38a are connected at their upper end portion with a balancing weight 56 disposed on the upper frame 14 by a pivot 58 so as to move vertically. Each linking piece 38b is pivotally connected at its lower end portion with the slider 34 by a pivot 60.

[0025] Each linkage 38 is connected with the lower end portion of the linking piece 36a of the corresponding linkage 36 at the pivot connection point of both linking pieces 38a, 38b by the pivot 54.

[0026] The balancing weight 56 is disposed in a guide portion 62 formed on the upper frame 14 so as to move vertically and is positioned above the linkages 36, 38 and the crankshaft 16, thereby balancing unbalanced force attributable to vertical motion of the slide 20.

[0027] The position adjusting mechanism 42 is provided with: a forked bracket 70 pivotally connected with both linking pieces 36b and both sliders 40 by the pivot 50; a male screw 72 extending downward from the bracket 70; a worm wheel 74 screwed into the male screw 72; and a worm screw 76 meshed with the worm wheel 74. In place of employing the bracket 70, the male screw 72 may be pivotally connected with both linking pieces 36b and both sliders 40.

[0028] The male screw 72 is connected with the bracket 70 so as not to rotate about the axis 52. The worm wheel 74 is supported on support portions 78, 80 of the upper frame 14 so as to rotate about the axis 52 and not to move vertically. The axis portion of the worm screw 76 rotatably extends through the upper frame 14 and has a sprocket 82 at an end portion (see Fig. 5). The sprocket 82 is rotated by a rotating mechanism not shown such as an electric motor.
and vertical motion of the slide 20 and the balancing weight 56 is prevented, the press machine attributable to the reciprocal motion of the connection 32, following rotation of the crankshaft 16. The slider 40, however, is not moved unless the worm wheel 74 is rotated.

In view of the above, the pivot 48 acts as a movable side fulcrum of the linkage 36, and the pivot 50 acts as a fixed side fulcrum of the linkage 36. Further, since the linking pieces 38a and 38b are connected respectively with the balancing weight 56 and the plunger 22, the pivots 58, 60, together with the pivot 54, act as floating fulcrums not supported on the frame 14.

The pivots 46, 48, 50, 54, 58 and 60 extend horizontally in parallel to the rotation axis of the crankshaft 16. Therefore, pivotal motion of members mutually connected by each pivot or members supported by each pivot is a motion about a horizontal axis.

When rotation of the flywheel 18 is transmitted to the crankshaft 16, the connection 32 and the slider 34 are reciprocated vertically with the rotation of the crankshaft, so that both linkages 36 are bended and extended synchronously. By this, both linkages 36 are bended synchronously, as a result of which the slide 20 and the balancing weight 56 are synchronously reciprocated in the opposite directions.

The axis of the pivot 46 is at the midpoint between the axes of the pivots 48, 54 at both ends of the linking piece 36a, and the distance from the axis of the pivot 46 to the axis of the pivot 48 is the same as the distance between the axes of the pivots 46, 50 at both ends of the linking piece 36b. Consequently, when the slider 34 is reciprocated, the pivot 54 is horizontally reciprocated, and the pivots 58, 60 disposed in the linking pieces 38a, 38b connected by the pivot 54 are synchronously reciprocated upward and downward by the same amount in the opposite directions to each other. Therefore, the slide 20 and the balancing weight 56 are simultaneously reciprocated upward and downward by the same amount in the opposite directions to each other, thereby balancing the vertical movement of the slide 20 and the balancing weight 56.

Reciprocation of the slide 20 is restricted to the vertical direction because reciprocation of the plungers 22 is regulated to the vertical direction by the frame 14. Reciprocation of the balancing weight 56 is restricted to vertical reciprocation by the guide portion 62.

Consequently, the lateral displacement of the slide 20 and the balancing weight 56 is surely prevented, and vertical motion of the slide 20 and the balancing weight 56 is prevented, and the detected value can become the reference value. If the above-mentioned position adjusting mechanism 42 is used, an amount of movement of the slider 40 is very small with respect to the amount of rotation of the worm screw 76, both the position of the bottom dead center and the stroke length of the slide 20 can be adjusted.

The position of the bottom dead center of the slide 20 may be adjusted by detecting it by an arbitrary detector, comparing the detected value with a predetermined reference value, and rotating the sprocket 82 so that the detected value can become the reference value. The stroke length of the slide 20 can be set by rotating the sprocket 82 beforehand by a predetermined amount.

If four linkages 36, 38 are used as mentioned above, reciprocation of the slide 20 and the balancing weight 56 is stabilized. Particularly, by disposing both linkages 36 symmetrically with respect to the axis 52, disposing the linkages 38 on both sides thereof symmetrically with respect to the axis 52, disposing the balancing weight 56 above the crankshaft 16 and the linkages 36, 38 symmetrically with respect to the axis 52, and connecting the undersides of both horizontal end portions of the balancing weight with the linkages, reciprocation of the slide 20 and the balancing weight 56 is stabilized.

In order to make reciprocation of the slide 20 and the balancing weight 56 more stabilized, it is particularly preferable to arrange one of the linking pieces 36a, 36b, 38a, 38b and the other of the linking pieces 36a, 36b, 38a, 38b symmetrically with respect to the axis 52 and to dispose the balancing weight 56 symmetrically with respect to the axis 52. However, it is possible, for example, to employ only one set of linkages 36, 38.

The present invention is not limited to the above
embodiments. The present invention can be variously modified without departing from the scope of the attached claims.

Claims

1. A power transmission for a press machine for transmitting rotation of a crankshaft (16) to a slide (20) and a balancing weight (56) which are vertically spaced apart and moving said slide and said balancing weight vertically at a phase difference of 180°, comprising:

- a first and second sliders (34, 40) vertically spaced apart from each other and disposed on a frame (14) so as to move vertically;
- a connection (32) connecting said first slider with an eccentric portion of said crankshaft;
- a pair of first linking pieces (36a, 36b) pivotally connected with each other so as to bend, of which one and the other are respectively pivotally connected with said first and second sliders;
- a pair of second linking pieces (38a, 38b) pivotally connected with each other so as to bend, of which one and the other are respectively pivotally connected with said slide and said balancing weight;
- a position adjusting mechanism (42) for adjusting the height positions of said second sliders in the vertical direction;

wherein either one of said first linking pieces (36a, 36b) is extended away from the corresponding slider, beyond the pivot connection point with the other linking piece and is pivotally connected with said second linking pieces (38a, 38b) at the point of their pivotal connection and wherein the pivot connection point of both second linking pieces (38a, 38b) is a floating connection point not supported on said frame (14).

2. A power transmission as defined in claim 1, wherein said slide (20) and said balancing weight (56) are disposed on said frame (14) so as not to move horizontally.

3. A power transmission as defined in any one of claims 1 or 2, wherein one of said second linking pieces (38a, 38b) is pivotally connected with a plunger (22) extending from said slide (20).

4. A power transmission as defined in any one of claims 1 through 3, wherein said position adjusting mechanism (42) includes: a disk-shaped rotor (74) disposed on said frame (14) so as to rotate about an axis extending in one direction and not to move in said one direction; and a rotating mechanism for rotating said rotor; wherein either said second sliders (40) or said rotor (74) has a female screw hole, and the other of said second sliders and said rotor has a male screw portion screwed into said female screw portion.

5. A power transmission as defined in claim 4, wherein the distance from the pivot connection point of both first linking pieces (36a, 36b) to the pivot connection point of said one (36a) of the first linking pieces (36a, 36b) and the slider (34) corresponding thereto is equal to the distance from the pivot connection point of both first linking pieces (36a, 36b) to the pivot connection point of the other (36b) of said first linking pieces (36a, 36b) and the slider (40) corresponding thereto.

6. A power transmission as defined in any one of claims 1 through 5, further comprising: a pair of third linking pieces (36a, 36b) pivotally connected with each other so as to bend, of which one and the other are respectively pivotally connected with said first and second sliders (34, 40); and a pair of fourth linking pieces (38a, 38b) pivotally connected with each other so as to bend, of which one and the other are respectively pivotally connected with said slide (20) and said balancing weight (56); wherein either one of said third linking pieces (36a, 36b) is extended away from the corresponding slider, beyond the pivot connection point with the other linking piece and is pivotally connected with said fourth linking pieces (38a, 38b).

7. A press machine comprising a crankshaft (16), a slide (20) and a balancing weight (56) which are vertically spaced apart, and a power transmission according to one of claims 1 through 6.

Patentansprüche

1. Kraftübertragung für eine Presse zum Übertragen der Rotation einer Kurbelwelle (16) auf einen Stempel (20) und ein Ausgleichsgewicht (56), die in einem vertikalen Abstand zueinander angeordnet sind, und zum vertikalen Bewegen des Stempeles und des Ausgleichsgewichts mit einer Phasendifferenz von 180°, aufweisend:

- erste und zweite Schieber (34, 40), die so in einem vertikalen Abstand zueinander an einem Gestell (14) angeordnet sind, daß sie vertikale Bewegungen ausführen;
- eine Kopplung (32), welche den ersten Schieber mit einem exzentrischen Abschnitt der Kurbelwelle koppelt;
- ein Paar erste Lenkerlemente (36a, 36b), die schwenkbar miteinander verbunden sind, so daß sie abwinkelbar sind, von denen das eine
schwenkbar mit dem ersten Schieber und das andere schwenkbar mit dem zweiten Schieber gekoppelt ist;
ein Paar zweite Lenkerelemente (38a, 38b), die schwenkbar miteinander verbunden sind, so daß sie abwinkelbar sind, von denen das eine schwenkbar mit dem Stempel und das andere schwenkbar mit dem Ausgleichsgewicht gekoppelt ist; und
einen Einstellmechanismus (42) zum Einstellen der Höhenlage des zweiten Schiebers in vertikaler Richtung;

wobei sich jedes der ersten Lenkerelemente (36a, 36b) vom entsprechenden Schieber ausgehend erstreckt, und zwar über den Anlenkpunkt mit dem anderen Lenkerelement hinaus, und am Anlenkpunkt mit den zweiten Lenkerelementen (38a, 38b) schwenkbar verbunden ist, und wobei der Anlenkpunkt der beiden ersten Lenkerelemente (38a, 38b) ein freier Anlenkpunkt ist, der nicht am Rahmen 14 abgestützt ist.

5. zusätzliche aufweisend: ein Paar dritte Lenkerelemente (36a, 36b), die schwenkbar miteinander verbunden sind, so daß sie abwinkelbar sind, von denen das eine schwenkbar mit dem ersten Schieber (34) und das andere schwenkbar mit dem zweiten Schieber (40) verbunden ist; und
ein Paar vieter Lenkerelemente (38a, 38b), die schwenkbar miteinander verbunden sind, so daß sie abwinkelbar sind, von denen das eine schwenkbar mit dem Stempel (20) und das andere schwenkbar mit dem Ausgleichsgewicht (56) verbunden ist; wobei sich jedes der dritten Lenkerelemente (36a, 36b) vom entsprechenden Schieber ausgehend erstreckt, und zwar über den Anlenkpunkt mit dem anderen Lenkerelement hinaus, und am Anlenkpunkt schwenkbar mit den vierten Lenkerelementen (38a, 38b) verbunden ist.

7. Presse mit einer Kurbelwelle (16), einem Stempel (20) und einem Ausgleichsgewicht (56), die in einem vertikalen Abstand zueinander angeordnet sind, und einer Kraftübertragung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6.

Revendications

1. Transmission de puissance pour une presse destinée à transmettre la rotation d’un vilebrequin (16) à un coulisseau (20) et à un poids d’équilibrage (56) qui sont verticalement espacés et à déplacer ledit coulisseau et ledit poids d’équilibrage verticalement avec une différence de phase de 180°, comprenant:

• un premier et un second longerons (34, 40) verticalement espacés l’un de l’autre et disposés sur un châssis (14) de façon à se déplacer verticalement ;
• une liaison (32) reliant ledit premier longeron et une partie excentrique dudit vilebrequin ;
• une paire de premières pièces de raccordement (36a, 36b) reliées de manière pivotante l’une à l’autre de façon à se fléchir, dont l’une et l’autre sont respectivement reliées de manière pivotante auxdits premier et second longerons ;
• une paire de secondes pièces de raccordement (38a, 38b) reliées de manière pivotante l’une à l’autre de façon à se fléchir, dont l’une et l’autre sont respectivement reliées de manière pivotante audit coulisseau et audit poids d’équilibrage verticalement ; et
• un mécanisme d’ajustement de position (42) destiné à ajuster les positions de hauteur desdits seconds longerons dans la direction verticale ;

dans laquelle n’importe laquelle desdites premières pièces de raccordement (36a, 36b) est étendue à l’écart du longeron correspondant, au-delà du point
de liaison de pivot avec l’autre pièce de raccordement et est reliée de manière pivotante auxdites secondes pièces de raccordement (38a, 38b) au niveau du point de leur liaison pivotante, et dans laquelle le point de liaison de pivot des secondes pièces de raccordement (38a, 38b) est un point de liaison flottant non supporté sur ledit châssis (14).

2. Transmission de puissance selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ledit coulisseau (20) et ledit poids d’équilibrage (56) sont disposés sur ledit châssis (14) de façon à ne pas se déplacer horizontalement.

3. Transmission de puissance selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 ou 2, dans laquelle l’une desdites secondes pièces de raccordement (38a, 38b) est reliée de manière pivotante à un piston plongeur (22) s’étendant à partir dudit coulisseau (20).

4. Transmission de puissance selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans laquelle ledit mécanisme d’ajustement de position (42) comprend: un rotor en forme de disque (74) disposé sur ledit châssis (14) de façon à tourner autour d’un axe s’étendant dans une direction et à ne pas se déplacer dans ladite direction ; et un mécanisme de rotation destiné à faire tourner ledit rotor ; dans laquelle n’importe lequel desdits seconds longerons (40) ou dudit rotor (74) possède un trou de vis femelle, et l’autre desdits seconds longerons et dudit rotor possède une partie de vis mâle vissée dans ladite partie de vis femelle.

5. Transmission de puissance selon la revendication 4, dans laquelle la distance entre le point de liaison de pivot des deux premières pièces de raccordement (36a, 36b) et le point de liaison de pivot de ladite (36a) des premières pièces de raccordement (36a, 36b) et le longeron (34) correspondant est égale à la distance entre le point de liaison de pivot des deux premières pièces de raccordement (36a, 36b) et le point de liaison pivot de l’autre (36b) desdites premières pièces (36a, 36b) de raccordement et le longeron (40) correspondant.

6. Transmission de puissance selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, comprenant en outre : une paire de troisièmes pièces de raccordement (36a, 36b) reliées de manière pivotante l’une à l’autre de façon à se fléchir, dont l’une et l’autre sont respectivement reliées de manière pivotante auxdits premier et second longerons (34, 40); et

- une paire de quatrièmes pièces de raccordement (38a, 38b) reliées de manière pivotante l’une à l’autre de façon à se fléchir, dont l’une et l’autre sont respectivement reliées de manière pivotante audit coulisseau (20) et audit poids d’équilibrage (56);
Fig. 4